College of Pharmacy
Academic Integrity Guidelines

Purdue University Honor Pledge
As a Boilermaker pursuing academic excellence, I pledge to be honest and true in all that I do. Accountable together - we are Purdue.

With the move to remote learning and assessment, the College of Pharmacy reminds students that academic integrity is key to the profession of pharmacy. As such, please review the following parameters for completion of your course work and assessments (quizzes, exams and PBAs).

Students:

**MUST** follow the instructor’s guidance on assessments. This includes whether the assessment should be completed:

- individually or in collaboration with others,
- with or without the use of resources (notes, books, internet, online homework/exam, such as Chegg.com and other similar platforms).

**MUST NOT** (unless specifically stated by the instructor that they may do so):

- take pictures/screenshots of exams, questions, or performance-based assessments,
- write down exam questions and response options, or performance-based assessments,
- post assessment questions and/or answers in forums, such as GroupMe and student organization test files.

Any violation of the above rules is considered academic dishonesty and the following consequences will occur: [Instructor Completes According to Syllabus and their personal guidelines (failure of exam/assignment, etc.)].

In addition, the Associate Dean of Academic Affairs will be contacted regarding this violation of academic integrity and professionalism, and will apply College-specific sanctions.

**Honor Code Statement**

*Could include on exams and assessments and have students acknowledge that they have read and commit to the statement.*

I do hereby acknowledge that I have been directed by my instructor to maintain academic integrity. I will not share information with my classmates, or students of any professional year in the program. I understand that sharing any information constitutes academic dishonesty and breaks the Purdue Honor Code. I acknowledge that consequences may occur if I violate this code of conduct.